


Designed to disrupt the wireless earbuds
market, HYPHEN have every premium 
feature of high end competitors, plus 
Advanced Touch Control and Wireless 
Charging, at an aggressive price.

THE EARBUDS FROM 
THE FUTURE



ADVANCED TOUCH
CONTROL

Right now, most wireless earbuds only offer limited 
commands, such as play/pause or waking up a 
virtual assistant.

HYPHEN will give you a level of control over your 
phone never seen before.
Our Advanced Touch Control will let you stay off 
your smartphone.



WIRELESS CHARGING

Still absent from 99% of models on the 
market, wireless charging is the future of 
portable devices. 

In a product that is meant to be used 
everyday, we couldn’t ignore 
its convenience. 



PREMIUM SOUND
QUALITY

Thanks to the Advanced Audio 
Distribution Profile support, 
HYPHEN delivers precision-tuned sound. 

Our high quality speaker provides for 
a full-range listening experience, 
satisfying even at lower volumes.



SEAMLESS PAIRING
& BLUETOOTH 5

With Bluetooth 5, HYPHEN will have the most 
reliable connection possible, for instant pairing 
and a seamless communication with the 
smartphone.

This means extremely detailed sound dimensions 
and zero audio-video lag.



ERGONOMIC FIT IPX5 WATER RESISTANT

15 m CONNECTION LONG LASTING 
BATTERY LIFE

HYPHEN's shape is based on the analysis 
of dozens of different ear shapes, to achieve 
the best comfort and grip in every situation.

HYPHEN will let you listen for up to 28 
hours in one of the smallest cases on the 
market.

Calling and listening to music while moving
around the house will not be a problem

anymore.

IPX5 certified water resistance
means you won’t have to worry
about getting your earbuds wet

anymore. 
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INSIDE THE 
PACKAGING

charging cable user manual3 sizes tips

HYPHEN case HYPHEN

No details are left behind, an attractive and 
tech-looking retail packaging, fulfilling all 
customer’s needs.
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